
PACKAGE CONTENTS
• One cord cleat for securing cords out of reach of children.
• One Roman Shade with attached head rail.
• One mounting bracket kit.
Mounting bracket kit includes:

(2) two brackets and (4) four screws
for shade sizes: 27"–34"

(3) three brackets and (6) six screws
for shade sizes: 36"–38"

INSTALLATION

Bracket Location & Installation
Decide whether your shade will be mounted outside or
inside the window frame.

Outside Mount
Place shade bracket as
shown, at least 3" inside where the
end of the head rail will rest. Mark
screw holes. Then screw bracket.
Repeat steps to install the second
bracket at the other side of the
window frame. For larger shades that require
three brackets, the third bracket should be spaced
evenly between the two outermost brackets.

Inside Mount
Place shade bracket as shown at least 3"
inside where the end of the head rail will
rest. Mark screw holes. Then screw
bracket. Repeat steps to install the
second bracket at the other side of
the window frame. For larger shades
that require three brackets, the
third bracket should be spaced evenly between
the two outermost brackets.

Securing the head rail to the bracket:
� Make sure the swing arm on the brackets is
extended outward, then place head rail onto
brackets so the outer lip of the head rail is
resting on the two projections on each
bracket.
� Press the swing arm on each bracket to
the left to secure the head rail to the
bracket.
� After tightening the swing arm to
the bracket, gently pull fabric
from underneath and press
fabric against headrail.

CLEANING & IRONING
Use a feather duster or lightly vacuum the shade fabric with
the soft brush attachment. To remove creases, use steam iron
on medium heat.
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CORD SAFETY: The cords on your Roman Shade can form
a standing loop that poses a strangulation hazard to young
children. Your Roman Shade is equipped with mechanisms to
prevent such a loop from forming.
Pull cords should be cut to the shortest length possible. Fully

lower shade then cut pull cords to the shortest length that will
allow for access by intended user. As noted in warnings, pull
cords should never be knotted together.

CORD STOPS: The pull cords
on your Roman Shade come
equipped with inner cord stop
devices. When your Roman Shade
is in its fully lowered position these
cord stops should be less than 6"
from the headrail. To reposition the
cord stop, loosen the knot tied
around the cord stop, adjust the position, then tighten the knot.

BREAK AWAY RINGS: The rear cords on your Roman
Shade are equipped with guide rings that will break away from
the body of the shade if excessive force is applied. The
purpose of these break away rings is to eliminate the
strangulation hazard caused by a free standing cord loop.
If the rings break away

during normal use of the
shade they can be easily
reattached.
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